


 Underwater technology has advanced tremendously 
over a short span of time. As the treasures from 
beneath the sea and ocean continue to dazzle the 
world, more and more people are being drawn to a 
career in underwater exploration. A mixture of thrill, 
adventure, and great learning opportunity in every 
dive, this is the new hot career on the block.

 Underwater explorers help us find the hidden truths 
and understand our planet much better. But this is not 
all that a career in this field offers you.



Who can choose this career?
 The beauty of underwater careers is that is covers a lot 

of aspects of marine technology. It does not matter if 
you are from a technical background or more into 
living sciences, there are always some underwater 
careers that you can be a part of.



 Underwater careers are for anyone who can swim, and 
like it. If you fancy a career related to marine world 
then undersea exploration is your field. This is a 
special science in itself since it needs you to be several 
meters below water for extended periods. You can join 
an undersea exploration project on various 
accounts. Example:

Underwater researcher

Underwater cameraman

Marine archeologists

Oceanographers



Why choose an undersea exploration career?

 The benefits of being a part of diving team are many. It is not like 
another job. The dreads of monotony are non-existent in this 
field. And for anyone who loves the sea, this could be a dream 
come true. But if you are still looking incentives for being a part 
of this fraternity, take a look at these.

 Well paying job: Underwater exploration jobs offer a good 
salary. The entire field is well paying industry but the specific 
nature of your job can affect your pay scale. While an underwater 
photographer can earn a mean average salary of around $25,000 
to $35,000, other careers like underwater constructor may earn 
around $68,000.

 Thrilling : Thrill is one of the biggest incentives in this job. No 
one day is similar to another. Hence, you never have to worry 
about being bored of monotonous meetings and rugged working 
hours.



Interesting video about
underwater life

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LlDw_LTmiY4

http://www.underwaterexplorers.co.uk/

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LlDw_LTmiY4
http://www.underwaterexplorers.co.uk/


GLOBAL UNDERWATER EXPLORERS
 Global Underwater Explorers began with a group of divers 

whose love of underwater exploration grew naturally into a 
desire to protect those environments. In 1999, we created a 
unique organization that would be dedicated to high-
quality diver education with the goals of supporting aquatic 
research that advances conservation and safely expanding 
exploration of the underwater world.



If you want to be underwater explorer..
 If you want to be underwater explorer the most 

important thing you have to know is how to swim. You 
can’t be afraid of water, you just have to love it. Of 
course, people who are doing this job will teach 
begginers like me or you so many things you have to 
know and you have to learn it.

 So, if your dream is look like this – go! You really can, 
because every person in this world can make his dream 
come true. I believe in you.





Thanks for attention 
We believe in you, dear 
begginer of underwater
explorers☺


